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Internet Marketing Lecture Summary 
 

Lecture 1 – Introduction to Internet Marketing 
 
Offline business vs. online business 
Ø Do to list for digital marketers is to: 

- Identify existing customers 
- Getting them come back again (achieve customer satisfaction) 
- Get them to spend more every time (repeat + increase purchase) 

  
Example of market estimate: Pet owners market 
(1) Always begin with identifying target market and market research: 

Estimating market size: 
- Australia population – 20.6m 
- 7.5m households 
- Approx. 60% of households own at least 1 pet 
- They spend $800m annually on pet products and service 
(that is the total available market) 

 
(2) Calculate total addressable market (actual market that we have access to): 
• Never assume people are going to change their behavior unless you have a 

solution that can solve their problem 
• Note: cost of acquisition (new customers) is often higher than retaining customers 
 

Number of households in Australia that have internet 
93% (for 2014) 
Total addressable market = $733m 
Number of households who shopped online last year 
72%  
Total addressable market = $536m 
Number of households who shopped online & bought pet products 
2%  
Total addressable market = $6.24m  
% of people who shop more than once from same vendor (loyalty rate) 
10%  - quite low 
Total addressable market = $624,000 
Number of online pet supply retailers in Australia 
20 
Total addressable market = $31,000 à Not a viable business really  

 
Things to be aware of when setting up online retail 

• Shipping cost - how are you going to cover this cost? 
• 92% of Australians use the internet; age demographics & devices used 
• URL confusion - petopia.com.au/pets.com.au/petstore.com.au/petsmart.com.au 
• Customer experience trends; their shopping process: 

à Identifying need-search-evaluate-purchase-conversion 
• Online activity by device; buy, sell or shop 
• Power of mobile & tablet devices; 15% of Starbucks’ transactions  
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Marketing 4Ps - Product, price, place, promotion 
1. Product 
- Identify product, points-of-differentiation, and the competitive advantages 
- Value is the entire customer experience; begins with first contact and ends with 
post-purchase (Value = benefits/cost) 
- Value is impacted by expectations; expectation < experience = customer delight 
- Marketers must make 5 general product decisions that comprise its bundle of 
benefits to meet customer needs: attributes, branding, labeling, packaging, support 
services 
Branding 
- Branding plays a major role in changing/ shaping people’s perception of value 
- Brands can use their URL as a part of their branding element 
Product development 
- Can be enhanced by customer co-creation i.e. Lego 
- Theory of online channels flattening the long tail proposes that Internet retail can 
stock unlimited products whereas retail stores can’t, this means smaller brands can 
sell more 
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) - Test the market by releasing product one/two 
main features, so that when it fails, you would not waste too much money on 
additional features i.e. Hover board 
Pivot – changing directions but stay grounded in what we’ve learned à wrong 
problem, segment, or feature etc 
 
2. Price 
- What will the price be? What are the competitors’ prices for competing products? 
- What discounts or other incentives will be offered? Will prices vary across 
geographic lines? 
- How much do the target customers value the product (what are they willing to pay)? 
Will the product be priced at or below its perceived value? 
Price transparency 
- Companies like car sales, hotel booking, air flights list their price online, which 
leads to a more efficient market, however there are searching costs involved 
- The searching costs could be effort/ time, and monetary too. Online cookies 
sometimes are tracked to see how often you visit and raise the price  
Lecture example: Lings.cars.com   
- Messy website, price all listed, however the website generated lots of sales, what’s 
the secret behind it? 
 
3. Promotion 
- How will the product be promoted/advertised? 
- Will promotion be adequate to educate prospective customers of the product’s 
existence? 
- Current ads have about 0.04 click through rate (CTR) – which is really low 
- Half of all ads are clicked by just 6% of Internet users aged 25-44 with income 
<$40,000 
- Call-to-action – for example when website says somewhere “Download now” or 
“Click here for more info” or “Follow us on Instagram to win” using text or image 
(sometimes image don’t load so people prefer text)  
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2. Customer Life Cycle Funnel 
- A visualization technique that helps you quickly determine the roadblocks and 
bottlenecks that your customers encounter 

 
 
 
Technical side of data collection & definitions 
How web works & how data are collected 
- When a user searches online, the information is sent through a server, which records 
a log including request site time, type of browser, type of webpage etc. Once the 
information is sent the information is saved in JavaScript cookies and the page loads.  
 

Web analytics software choices 
Log File Analyzers 
Only analyse interactions on the 
server. They count IP addresses 
as visitors. Cannot be blocked 

JavaScript Analytics 
Tracks visitors when the page has completed 
being drawn in a browser and the code execute. 
Tracks anything in the browser, as long as 
JavaScript is executed. JavaScript & Cookies can 
be blocked by corporate policy/ home security. 
 

Pros and Cons of Web Analytics 
Log File Analyzers 
• No requirements 
• No security risks/pop--ups 
• Only counts hits to server 
• Same IP = same visit 
• No back button hits 
• What was the exit page? 
• Server hits only (AJAX=page) 

JavaScript Analytics 
• Requires cookies and JS 
• Potential 3rd party cookies 
• User/browser event driven 
• Same browser = same visit  
• Back button hits 
• On--page and exit events 
• Better interaction tracking 
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3. Conversion rates vary wildly based on visitor type 
- A first-time visitor who has never bought from you before, is less likely to purchase 
than an old, loyal customer. 
- Visitors from different traffic sources / referrers will also differ wildly. Direct 
visitors will tend to convert more highly still since they tend to contain more existing 
customers. 
4. Visitors from different traffic sources / referrers will also differ a lots 

 
Advice for conversion 
• Separate the channels, figure out which you can impact through conversion 
optimization 
• Break conversion rate down by visitor type, split out "new visitors" vs. "returning 
visitors" (or better yet, "previous buyers" vs. "never bought before"). 
• Break it down by task. If your site has several key tasks (e.g. sales, customer 
support enquiries, leads, account top ups) treat those as separate conversion tasks. 
 
Example of market attractiveness: how successful will this company be? 
KPI: profit 
- Profit = Revenue – Costs 
- Costs are easy to calculate: Advertising + Hosting fees + Staff + other... 
- Revenue is the metric of importance. 
 
Revenue = average order value x number of sales 
1. Average order value (average amount people will spend) 
- Average order value maybe derived from pricing scheme  

i.e. - Tradie matching service Quotata helps customers look for tradies & help 
tradies look for jobs à offers 3 subscription tier – (1) $99, (2) $254, (3) $399 
- Find out the average percentage of service demand à 70% skilled tradies in 
website 1 and 20% in website 2 à (70%+20%)/2 = 45% à assume 45% of this 
tradie service will have 45% skilled tradies 
- Derive average order value using % of users that subscripted to each tier and 
divide by # of tiers; assuming no one subscribes to tier (3) à (0.45x$249) + 
(0.55x$99) = $166.5 à average order value per year 
- When assuming no one chooses (3) it’s because of price anchoring effect; it’s a 
strategy where a higher price is displayed (not expecting anyone to pay) and 
generate bias in thinking that other options are of greater value 

2. Sales à Number of sales = Number of visits x Conversion rate 
Number of visits (2 types): 
1. Visitors who posts a job and employs a worker (Service User), and; 
2. Visitors who register as an unskilled (Tier 1) or skilled tradie (Tier 2) to find work 
(Service Provider). 


